Visualising the dissociation of sequence selective ligands from individual binding sites on DNA.
We have used a modification of the footprinting technique to measure the dissociation of mithramycin, echinomycin and nogalamycin from their binding sites in a natural DNA fragment. Complexes with radiolabelled DNA were dissociated by addition of unlabelled DNA. Samples were removed at various times and subjected to DNase I digestion, and the rate of dissociation from each site was estimated from the time-dependent disappearance of the footprints. For echinomycin the slowest rate of dissociation is from ACGT, while the slowest site for mithramycin contains four contiguous guanines. The dissociation of nogalamycin is extremely slow, even from its weaker sites; the slowest rate was from ACGTA, which took longer than 4 h, even at 37 degrees C.